Wednesday, December 8, 2010

Wednesday Rides

DUE TO SNOW, LED RIDES WERE CANCELLED. MEMBERS MET TO EITHER CYCLE OR WALK
TOGETHER.
At 12.30 thirty two members met in Ripon for the Wednesday cyclists 'Christmas Dinner'.
Martin's
Walk
Walking across the Stray to the bus Yvonne and I realised it felt like the coldest day so far even if
the mercury didn't confirm that. But the blue sky and bright sun on the snow looked promising.
The front seats upstairs on the bus soon filled up with noisy children (sorry - cyclists), and the nice
lady driver on the No 36 very smoothly delivered us to the crossroads by the Cascades Garden
Centre. Paul said "It feels like the middle of nowhere" as we stepped off, and it strangely had an
air of isolation but that lasted all of 10 seconds before the Wheel Easy chatter kicked in.
The walk took us along the lane in the direction of Markington but then turning north before we
reached the village. The fields were very well frozen making for relatively easy progress. We
stopped to admire the glorious and old Markenfield Hall with its stunning architecture and frozen
moat, and then soon arrived at Studley Park where we turned towards Ripon. It was at this point
a hint of rebellion was noted when Gia said that despite walking all morning the Ripon Minster
seemed to stay the same distance away. Well - what is the problem with walking in a circle I ask?
At the Sun Parlour cafe the place was filled with warmth and chatter until a block of ice came in
and sat down. The ice melted to reveal a yellow jacket and Malcolm inside it. But he thawed out
and even rode home afterwards. Other riders came via Boroughbridge and a total of 31 enjoyed
the meal and good company. Peter Bradley was the guest speaker, recently retired from Wikileaks,
and he regaled us with a completely unlikely tale of mooning on a bike and even showing a fake
photo in support. MI5 and the US Embassy is said to be taking a keen interest.
Everyone then wandered off to the various modes of transport after a good day and super lunch.
Many thanks to Paul for organising it and ensuring we ate what we ordered. Martin W
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EG's
Cycle
Ride
The day started well, and went on to get better and better. A promise of clear blue sky and
sunshine and with the dip in Leadhall Lane being completely clear, it looked like we were in for
excellent
road
conditions.
Bill and Dave P met at Low Bridge for 10-am, then to Stockwell Rd to pick up Dave W and finally
to Picadilly Garage to pick up Norman and Barry (this was to avoid cycling on Waterside and Abbey
Road). That modern miracle of technology the mobile phone told us that Peter B and Eric were
running late, but they would catch us up , but before we had left the A6055, Peters dulcet tones
in our ears told us we had been caught, damm ! just before we could get a sprint in. Information
from Eric`s high tech handlebars told us it was just below freezing, but the blue sky, no wind (to
speak of) and the bright sun sparkling on the snow covered fields and the clear roads made for
some
excellent
cycling.
On approaching Boroughbridge the inevitable question was asked " A quick coffee before Spa cafe
?", there were no dissenters of course and Norman lead us in to the top cafe. Hot Chocolate`s,
Coffee and Tea, with some small additions to keep the cold out followed, anything else was the
question. One by one weakness set in and toast and toasted teacakes were taken, commonsense
prevailing at the last minute and although tempting cooked breakfast`s were rejected.
Then it was North West to Skelton on Ure still in the sun, and then Ripon and Spa Gardens Cafe
but first taking a slight detour via Sainsbury`s for some bottles of vino, arriving at the specified
time
of
12-30pm.
In the warmth of the cafe the merriment soon started, with the usual drinks/concoctions, and a
warm welcome to Trevor and Betty who sat at our table, as they didn't make a dash for the door,
they must have found the company OK. Carolines fruit gin found favour, was it raspberry? Anyway
it was sort of pink, Kevin`s sloe gin was also extremely palatble, fortunately it was proffered
towards the end of the proceeding`s or it might have caused mayhem.
Martin on behalf of Wheel Easy thanked Paul T for organising and the cafe staff putting on such
an excellent spread, wholeheartedly endorsed by everybody. Peter B who is well known for his dry
humour and one liners, was asked to make a small presentation to Eric, here he exceeded himself
and amazed his fellow riders with his hidden talents, in the case of Eric the talents were not that
hidden.
Congratulations Peter you will be in demand for after dinner speaking, but not while the EG`s are
having their first snack of the day, also thanks to Eric for being a good sport. The Thirty Sixers
(not the thirty somethings, that would be pushing it) then departed, Then Caroline at Eric`s
request made us more pots of coffee. The temptation to remain in the warmth aided by the extra
helpings of turkey, vino and various additives from small secreted containers (though in Kevin`s
case not so small) was strong, but the Lycra was girded up and away we went still in the bright
sunshine.
Approaching Farnham the setting sun was turning the snow an orangey shade , a photo stop being
taken. Barry and Dave W turned off for Knaresborough, the remainding five making Harrogate for
around 3-45pm and lights on. Mileage say 37x7 = 254 miles. (Plus 1x33 MM)
A superb day for Wheel Easy whether you were on two wheels or two boots. Dave P
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